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Abstract--The 3-D reconstructed images of two related viral structures, obtained by digital image 
processing from electron micrographs, have been compared to obtain insight into their morphological 
differences. The viral structures that were studied are the proteins that connect the head t  th  tail of 
bacteriophage ~29. One of these proteins (pl0) is assembled asa dodecamer and, once the DNA has been 
encapsidated into the viral head, this protein interacts with another viral protein (pl 1) rendering the viral 
neck. Biochemical nalysis by controlled proteolysis revealed a conformational difference in the structure 
of pl0, depending on whether it is assembled in the connector or in the neck complex. Further structural 
analysis was carried out by digital im ge processing and computer graphic techniques. The reconstructed 
density maps were visualized as solid surface representations o reveal gross morphology, and as
translucent models to study the inner d tails of their structure. The us  of different density thresholds also 
allowed us to distinguish interesting morphological features. A channel present in the connector is closed 
in the final neck. This closing can be correlated with a rearrangement of the subunits of the connector, 
probably induced by the interaction of pr tein pl I with plO. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although electron microscopy has been widely used in biology, and has rendered very valuable 
results, it presents a series of disadvantages when high resolution is required. The main problem 
is the intrinsic low "contrast" of the biological matter under the electron beam and the related fact 
that high electron doses destroy the biological material. Thus, in general, the biological samples 
must be contrasted by metals that impose an intrinsic limitation on the accuracy and resolution 
of the electron microscopy images. To overcome these problems, a series of techniques have been 
developed that extract high resolution information from electron microscopic images. In this paper, 
we present an application of some of these techniques to study an interesting biological system. 
The system that we have studied is the region that connects the head to the tail of complex 
bacteriophages. The proteins that build up this region share important morphological character- 
istics and seem to play a common role during phage morphogenesis, specialy in the translocation 
process of DNA into the viral head [1, 2]. The packaging of DNA is still poorly understood and 
we must rely on control mechanisms to define the nature of the DNA, the order of packaging and 
the amount of DNA to be packaged. Furthermore, the DNA must be maintained in the viral head 
until infection takes place, where an injection mechanism must be triggered. To study this process, 
we have chosen the bacteriophage ¢29 because of its genetic simplicity, although it presents the 
morphological and functional characteristics of other complex DNA bacteriophages [3, 4]. 
The connection of the head to the tail of bacteriophage 029 is carried out by protein pl0 
assembled as a dodecamer (the connector). Its structure, as shown by high resolution electron 
microscopy [5], is very similar to that of the connectors of phage P22, lambda, T4 and T3 [1, 2, 6]. 
Genetic data involve pl0 in the control of the head length in phage ~29 [7, 8] and, as in other cases 
(1"3, lambda) [9, 10], probably in the first steps of head morphogeneis and/or DNA encapsidation. 
Once the DNA has been packaged, the protein pl I interacts with pl0. This allows further 
assembly of other tail proteins (p9, pl 2) to render the final particle with the DNA securely packaged 
inside [7, 8, 11]. The complex built up by pl0 and pl I can be extracted and purified from viral 
particles [12]. This "final" neck can, thus, be compared to the "initial" connector to check the 
possible existence of conformational changes related to this functional transformation. 
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We have obtained ata from biochemical experiments (limited proteolysis) and from a structural 
analysis based on 3-D reconstruction from electron micrographs. To study these data, we needed 
to obtain a perspective r presentation f a 3-D model of the objects in a fast, realistic and fully 
informational way. Computer graphics methods can be thus used to present he information 
available about an object in a way that can be interpreted more easily, both by the scientists 
involved in the work and by a less specialized audience [13-15]. 
In the case that we are describing, the information about he 3-D structure of the specimen was 
available as a 3-D array representing itsdensity map. Another possibility would be to obtain the 
data as a set of cross sections of the object under study. Both cases are essentially the same, since 
it is possible to obtain one form of data representation using the other form: obtaining cross 
sections from a 3-D density map is easily achieved by cutting the object by parallel planes; obtaining 
a 3-D model using a set of cross sections u ually involves interpolation between adjacent planes. 
Nevertheless, neither of these representations present the information i  a clear, easy to interpret 
way. However, the use of computer graphics methods overcomes these problems. 
The desirable characteristics that a rendering method must have to be useful in scientific research 
are the following: 
• The depicted object must be as close as possible to the model obtained in the 
research process. However, several simplifications usually considerably reduce 
execution times. 
• The representations obtained must be realistic enough to enable the user to get a 
clear idea of the 3-D shape of what is being represented. For this reason, depth 
cues must be automatically provided by the system. 
• Execution times hould be low enough to enable the user to establish an interactive 
session with the computer. 
• It should be possible to modify several representation parameters sothat different 
views, under different illumination conditions, can be obtained. 
Generally speaking, it is possible to use two families of methods to achieve a perspective 
representation f an object of general shape: 
• If the solid to be depicted is represented as a 3-D array of densities [16], each 
element of this array, also called a voxel, can be given a set of optical properties 
(transparency, index of refraction, color etc.). There exist a series of algorithms for 
the direct representation f such structures. Among them, the most notable is 
ray-tracing [17], in which a complete set of rays is cast from the eye to the desired 
object. Since this approach simulates the natural vision process, it has no 
restriction and can be applied to every kind of specimen. However, it tends to be 
time-consuming. In order to vercome this problem, a series of efficient hierarchial 
data structures, notably the octree [18], have been devised. If, in addition, further 
simplifications are assumed, the rendering time for these kinds of algorithms can 
be dramatically reduced [14, 16]. These more specialized algorithms generally 
define a surface for the model. This urface can be obtained by first thresholding 
the density map and then using its gradient. 
• It is also possible to consider only the surface of the specimen to be depicted and 
approximate it using a series of surface patches [13, 19]. These are usually either 
bicubic patches or planar tiles. If the object is represented as a 3-D array of 
densities, the surfaces that delimit it are usually obtained by thresholding the 
density map and approximating a series of contiguous voxels by a parametric 
surface. If the data are in the form of cross sections of the specimen, a previous 
threshold isalso performed. However, now it is necessary to join adjacent sections 
by appropriate surfaces. Once the object has been reduced to a set of parametric 
surfaces, they can be represented for different orientations and under different 
orientations of the specimen. 
It is also possible to use simpler methods, such as the use of wireframe models, to represent a 
specimen. However, this approach is useful only for the visualization of simple solids. If the 
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specimen's shape is rather complex, the amount of information offered by such a representation 
is considerably lower than in the previous methods described. 
METHODS 
3-D Reconstruction from Electron Micrographs 
The starting material was ordered arrays of either connectors or necks, obtained as described 
previously [5, 12, 21, 22]. The samples were tilted in the electron microscope and photographs were 
taken between + 60 ° in regular intervals. All images were obtained with the first minimum of the 
phase-contrast function between (1/1.0) and 1/1.5)nm -1 to avoid any correction for this function. 
The series was selected by optical diffraction. The best images were digitized in a flat-bed 
densitometer and further analyzed by Fourier transformation. Details of the method can be found 
in Ref. [21]. The Fourier transforms of each selected image were combined to form a 3-D set of 
data. After cyclic refinement, he final structure factors were sampled at regular intervals to get 
the data to obtain the inverse 3-D transform and, thus, the final 3-D density map. These maps were 
further averaged by rotational analysis, filtering and reconstitution [21, 22]. 
Computer Graphics 
Input data for the representation algorithm 
In our case, the data to be represented came from the 3-D reconstruction of viral particles 
[21, 22]. Although the output of the reconstruction algorithm is a 3-D density map of the specimen, 
we obtained a series of cross sections cutting the initial representation by a set of parallel, 
equispaced planes. In this view, the data were transformed into a set of images representing different 
sections of the biological object under study. 
Definition of a polygonal model 
All the images that have been obtained were thresholded so that a set of bilevel images was 
obtained. Varying the threshold level enabled us to represent different parts of the object. The 
contours of the binary images were then recorded using the algorithm described in Ref. [23]. The 
result is a set of polygons for each section. Each polygon was individually marked as being a 
contour or a hole. This enabled a consistent representation f the whole object. 
Once the object was reduced to a set of polygons, the next step to perform was to join polygons 
belonging to adjacent sections by means of appropriate surfaces. In our case, we have chosen 
triangular planar tiles. The method used to join two adjacent polygons by a set of triangles is 
described in Ref. [24]. In this step it is necessary to solve a series of topological problems: for 
instance, the algorithm must ensure that holes are paired with holes and that contours are paired 
with contours. When there are multiple polygons in each section, it is also necessary to decide which 
polygon to join with the given one. In our case, the algorithm always joins the two nearest polygons 
of the complete set. However, there are cases that cannot be represented with this method--for 
instance, a surface that bends rapidly or a surface that changes topology from one section to the 
next--in these relatively rare cases, manual intervention is sometimes required. 
Representation f the solid object 
Once the data base of polygons describing the object was obtained (which must be done only 
once for each specimen), the next step was to represent i . First of all, there is the selection of a 
series of rendering parameters: object orientation, light properties etc. All the polygons in the data 
base are then rotated and scaled. The position of the light source is also calculated. 
The polygonal surfaces describing the object contour were represented individually. The intensity 
to be assigned to a given tile was computed according to the relative positions of the surface, the 
light source and the user, using the so-called Phong illumination model [25]. The user can choose 
the percentage of diffuse light and specular eflection of the object. In order to add depth cues to 
the final image, the intensity of a given polygonal surface can be scaled so that those parts of the 
object that are far from the user look dimmer [20]. 
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An important issue in any graphics display system is that of hidden surfaces, i.e. parts of the 
object hat cannot be seen by the user. In our ease, we have solved this problem using a Z-buffer 
method [20]; an array of real numbers representing the distance from each image pixel to the user 
is kept. Whenever a pixel has to be drawn, its distance to the user is compared to that kept in the 
depth buffer. If the former is greater, then that pixel is not visible, else the pixel is drawn and the 
depth array is updated. Although this method needs about 1 Mbyte of storage for 512 x 512 
images, its execution time does not vary with the number of polygons to render. So, if this number 
is large, the method is faster than those based on a previous ort of the polygons to be depicted. 
In order to get better epresentations, additional possibilities, uch as interactive change of colors 
or image smoothing, are available. It is also possible to depict ranslucent solids. This is achieved 
representing only a fraction of all the pixels to be drawn. In this way, background pixels appear 
in the spaces left by foreground ones. This is perhaps not the most aesthetical form of achieving 
transparency, but is notably fast and sufficient for our purposes. 
Performance of the graphic display method 
As mentioned earlier, execution time is an especially important issue in scientific graphics. In 
order to achieve interactive sessions, they should not be great. In our case, the rendering time for 
a typical biological specimen is about 4 s of CPU time on an IBM 4381-2 computer. Generating 
the polygonal data base from the sections of the specimen takes longer, usually 1-10 min. However, 
this step has to be performed only once for every object considered [26]. 
RESULTS 
Limited proteolysis of connectors and necks in solution 
The protein pl0, assembled as  connector, was purified from E. coli transformed with a plasmid 
carrying the gene 10 [5]. Neck-tail complexes were extracted from 029 viral particles and purified 
as described previously [12]. Equivalent amounts of pl0 assembled either in connectors or in necks 
were treated with different amounts of trypsin-TPCK for 1 h at 25°C or with subtilisin for 30 min 
at 30°C. Under these conditions, only pl0 seems to be cleaved from the assayed complexes, as seen 
by quantification of the polypeptide bands in the gel. 
Limited proteolysis with trypsin (Fig. 1) showed the presence of two fragments of protein pl0 
assembled into connectors (37 and 26 kDa) obtained at different enzyme to substrate ratios. Under 
equivalent conditions, pl0 assembled in the neck complex gives a new proteolytic fragment 
(32 kDa) together with the 26 kDa fragment. These results indicated a change in the conformation 
of pl0 when it is assembled in the neck as compared to that when it is in the connector. Subtilisin 
also revealed ifferences in the cleavage of pl0 assembled in connectors or necks (Fig. 1), but in 
this case, the dissapearance of the cleavage site when pl0 is assembled in the neck could either 
reflect a conformational change or be due to the steric effect produced by the presence of pl 1. 
3-D structure of connectors and necks 
To get an insight into the nature of the conformational change of pl0 when the connectors 
interact with pl 1 to produce necks, we have compared the 3-D reconstructions of both connectors 
and necks. 
The 3-D reconstruction of the connector was obtained from tilt series of negatively stained 
connectors arranged in a tetragonal ordered aggregate [22]. The different projections obtained at 
angles between _+ 60 ° were filtered and combined in the Fourier space to get the final 3-D electron 
density map. The overall resolution was estimated to be around 1.8 nm. The main features of the 
029 connector, that is built by one protein (pl0), are seen in Fig. 2(a). The height of the particles 
is around 7-8 nm. There are two domains, one with a diameter around 14 nm and the other with 
a diameter around 7.5 nm. The particle exhibits a clear 6-fold symmetry while the wider domain 
presents a 12-folded symmetry. If a high density threshold is imposed to represent the reconstructed 
3-D map, the highest density regions can be visualized [Fig. 2(c)]. These regions show a 
right-handed twist (as seen from the point of the incoming DNA), the amounts to 60 ° along the 
7 nm particle length. 
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Fig. 1. Controlled proteolysis of protein pl0 assembled in 029 connectors or necks. The protein pl0 used 
in this assay was purified from E. coli transformed with a plasmid carrying the gene 10 and isolated as 
dodecameric connectors [5]. Neck-tail complexes were extracted from 029 viral particles and purified as 
described [12]. Equivalent amounts of pl0 (around 3 #g), assembled in connectors or necks, were treated 
with different amounts of trypsin-TPCK (Sigma) for 1 h at 25°C, or with subtilisin (Carlsberg) for 30 rain 
at 30°C, in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.8, 10 mM MgC12, 0.6 M NaC1 and 7% sucrose 
(w/v). Under these conditions, only pl0 seems to be cleaved from the assayed complexes, as seen by 
quantification f the polypeptide bands in the gel. The samples were boiled for 3 min with disruption buffer 
and subjected to gel electrophoresis in 10% polyacrylamide slabs, in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate 
[29]. Lane 029 shows the structural protein of 029 viral particles as markers. Lane a shows p l0 assembled 
in connectors; lanes b ancc show connectors t eated, respectively, with 0.02 and l#g of trypsin; lane d 
shows neck-tail complexes, and lanes e and f show these complexes tr ated with trypsin as in h and c; 
lanes g and h, respectively, show untreated connectors and treated ones with 0.07/,g subtilisin; and lanes i 
and h show the neck-tail complex and this complex treated with subtilisin, as in g and h. I~ arrows point 
to pl 0 proteolytic fragments generated by the enzymes. 1> arrows mark the position of trypsin in the gels. 
The 3-D reconstruct ion of  the 029 neck was obtained using the same image processing techniques 
with tilt series of  negatively stained necks arranged in 2-D hexagonal ordered aggregates. In this 
case, the resolut ion was around 2.2 nm. The necks are composed of  two proteins: one is p l0  (the 
same one that bui lds the connector)  and the other is p l  I [21]. 
The necks show an overall  conical profile with a height around 10 nm and three morphological  
domains [Fig. 2(b)]. One is the widest region with an external diameter around 13 nm and a clear 
12-folded symmetry.  There is a conical region (from 9 to 6 nm dia) that possesses 6-folded 
symmetry and connects the widest domain  with the other 6-folded domain  on top of  the structure 
(external d iameter around 7.5 nm). When the computer  epresentat ion of the reconstructed map 
is obta ined using a high density threshold, the highest density regions appear  clearly [Fig. 2(d)]. 
The most characterist ic features are the straight appearance of  these regions along the conical 
domain  that abrupt ly  connects with the outer 12-folded region. 
Structural comparison of  the connector and the neck 
When the 3-D reconstructed ensities from connectors and necks are compared,  a series o f  
characterist ic features become apparent  (Fig. 3). First, both structures show a high degree of  
homology (size, general shape etc.), as expected from their biochemical  composit ion.  The 12-folded 
wider domain  is very similar in both structures, a l though the higher resolution obtained in the 
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Fig. 2. Structure of 029 connectors and necks extracted from viral particles. The 3-D structure of 029 
connectors was obtained from negatively stained ordered aggregates of purified connectors, by electron 
microscopy of tilted series and combination of the projections obtained by the direct Fourier method. The 
resolution was bout 1.8 nm [22]. The 3-D structure of the 029 necks was obtained following the same 
experimental procedure with ordered aggregates built up by 029 necks (made up by proteins pl0 and pl 1), 
extracted from viral particles and purified as described previously [6]. The resolution was about 2.2 nm 
[21]. This figure shows equivalent views of the 3-D reconstruction for both the connector (a, c) and the 
neck (b, d), obtained by computer graphic techniques [26] from the 3-D data sets obtained from the tilting 
series. The diameter ofthe particles is around 14 nm. (a) and (b) show solid space-filling representations 
of connectors and ecks, respectively; and (c)and (d) show the representation obtained with a higher 
threshold level. 
connectors (1.8 vs 2.2 nm in the necks) allows a clearer identification of  the 12 morphological units. 
The narrower domain possesses 6-folded symmetry in both structures, but while it is cylindrical 
in the connector, it is tronco-conical in the necks. Furthermore, the 6-folded region that is present 
on top of  the necks and absent in the connector, is most probably built up by the protein pl  1, 
which interacts with the connector protein p l0  to render the viral neck. 
When a translucent representation is obtained by displaying only a given fraction of  the pixels 
representing the surfaces of  the reconstructed objects [13], then a major difference becomes evident. 
The connector possesses a hole, roughly cylindrical in shape, around 4 nm in diameter [Fig. 3(c)]. 
In the neck, the hole clearly presents a conical profile and looks closed near the intersection of  the 
connecting domain with the one that is on top of  the neck [Fig. 3(d)]. 
Other differences are also evident when a high density threshold is imposed to represent he 
reconstructed objects [Figs 3(e, f)]. The most contrasted regions of  the connector show a right- 
handed twist, as seen from the top of  the structure (the view point of  the DNA that enters the 
viral particle). This torsion amounts to 60 ° along the length of  the connector (7 nm), and follows 
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a smooth path for every region. On the other hand, these most contrasted regions in the neck show 
a straight path that bends toward the longitudinal axis in the top of the structure, thus forming 
the conical shape. At the bottom, the connection between the outer 12-folded region and the regions 
that build the 6-folded domain shows an abrupt direction change that is righthanded as seen from 
the top of the structure. The localization of these most contrasted regions in the whole structure 
can be obtained by superimposing the outer surface translucent representation  the inner opaque 
surface [Figs 3(g, h)], thus making it possible to follow the correlation of the closing of the neck 
with the bending of the contrasted regions. 
D ISCUSSION 
The fact that structural differences can be detected by proteolysis of necks and connectors in 
native conditions has encouraged their structural study by computer methods and electron 
microscopy. 
The use of computer graphic techniques with the data obtained from 029 connectors and necks 
by Fourier processing of electron micrographs has allowed us to not only reveal the morphology 
of both structures at round 2 nm resolution, but to compare them and to draw some hypothesis 
about their relationship. 
The 029 connectors are built up by 12 polypeptide units of protein pl0 [5] and the necks by the 
same number of units of pl0 and about 6 polypeptide units of pl 1 [4]. The similarities found 
between the reconstructed connectors and necks suggest hat no major rearrangements occur when 
pl 1 interacts with pl0. Furthermore, the presence of extra mass in the distal part of the neck, as 
compared to the connector, allowed the localization of pl 1 in that region of the neck. 
Among the differences found, one of the most significant is that while the inner channel of the 
pl0 connector is open, in the neck the channel is closed, showing a conical profile parallel to the 
external shape of the neck. The highest density regions of both connectors and necks (that are most 
probably associated to pairs of protein subunits) [5, 12] show striking differences [Figs 2(e, f)]: the 
righthanded twist of these backbones in the connector (around 60° turn in 70 ,~) disappeared in
Fig. 4. Perspective view of equivalent higher density regions of reconstructed ~29 connectors and ecks. 
From the 3-D reconstruction data, the higher density regions were obtained by imposing a high threshold 
on the data sets. In this way, the regions that are most probably associated with the protein backbones 
were obtained from the averaged reconstructions. The resulting images of the connector (red) and the neck 
backbones (yellow) are shown i the figure in a perspective appropriate to reveal th  difference between 
the connector (with the backbones twisted right-handed, s s en in the direction of the incoming DNA 
to be packaged in the viral head) and the neck (where the backbones are essentially straight along the 
longitudinal xis of the particle). A transition between both structures, involving the tilting and sliding 
of the backbones, from the connector to he neck can be easily envisaged. 
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the necks, becoming almost parallel to the longitudinal axis of the particle. A perspective view of 
the arrangement of the backbones (Fig. 4) suggested a possible mechanism for closing the inner 
channel of the neck: the twisted backbones of the connector could undergo a rotational movement 
in one end, while remaining fixed in the other until they become parallel to the longitudinal axis 
of the particle; if then, the subunits slide towards the center of the channel, then the channel of 
the connector could be closed, as seen in the neck of Fig. 3. This proposed mechanism for closing 
a hole inside a proteinaceous tructure does not demand massive changes at the level of the 
constituent polypeptide chains, and further suggests the possible existence of some type of 
cooperativity involved in the transition. On the other hand, the fact that the channel is open in 
the connector can be correlated with the translocating pathway of the DNA during encapsidation. 
Once the DNA is packaged, a simple procedure to maintain the DNA inside the virion could be 
to close the channel, as is found in the 029 necks. The role of protein pl 1 in this structural change 
could be either at the level of promoting the structural transition by its interaction with pl0 or 
by stabilizing the closed state of the pl0 oligomer that was previously induced by other 
interaction(s) (with DNA, other proteins etc.). The fact that the structural analysis was done in 
negatively contrasted specimens imposed limitations both at the level of resolution and on the finer 
details of the comparison [27, 28]. Additional factors must be studied to obtain the fine regulation 
present under physiological conditions, together with a direct study of uncontrasted specimens. 
At the present level of resolution, a surprising finding in this study is the similarity of the model 
presented for the connector-to-neck transition with the one proposed for the opening and closing 
of the gap junction protein oligomers [27, 28]. Although the detailed mechanisms might bedifferent, 
there could be a curious functional likeness between two unrelated pore-like structures. 
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